
TERMS OF USE  

General 

Welcome to our websites. 

The company under the name “Private Clinic Genesis Athens Medical Care Gynecology and 

Surgery Société Anonyme”, and the trade name “PRIVATE CLINIC GENESIS ATHENS S.A.”, 

having its seat in Chalandri, Attica (14-16 Papanikoli str., P.C. 152 32) (hereinafter the 

“Company”), is the proprietor of the present website with Domain Name 

www.genesisathens.gr (hereinafter the "Website"). 

The use of the Website is subject to the terms of the present and of the integral parts thereof. 

Every visitor/user is advised to read them carefully and proceed with his/her visit/use of the 

Website only if he/she fully accepts them. If the visitor/user does not agree with the terms of 

use of this Website, he/she must not use it. In any other case, it is presumed that he/she 

accepts them and provides his/her consent. 

Given that the company reserves the right to update/modify the terms of use, the 

visitor/user is advised to check, every time, the content of the specific pages for possible 

changes. The continuous use of the Website even after changes have occured, implies the 

visitor’s/user’s unconditional acceptance of the modified/updated terms of use and 

conditions thereof. 

Intellectual Property Rights 

The content of this Website has been created and is owned by the company and it is 

protected by the legal framework set for the protection of intellectual property rights, apart 

from the expressly stated exceptions (e.g. intellectual rights of third parties, partners and 

sectors). 

Therefore, it is prohibited to sell, distribute, copy, modify, reproduce, republicate, 

upload/download, transfer or share the content of this website, in part or in whole, in any 

way. 

The individual copying, saving of a part of the content on a PC (Personal Computer) for 

personal and not for public or commercial use is explicitly excluded, under the condition that 

the indications of its origin from this Website are not removed and that the relevant 

intellectual and industrial property rights are not, in any way, violated. 

The visitor/user is obliged to use the services of our Website in accordance with the Law, the 

principles of morality and the present terms and to refrain from any illegal and abusive 

behavior during his/her visit/use. Visiting/Use of this website must be made solely for lawful 

purposes and in a way that does not limit or hinder others from visiting/using it. The 

user/visitor is prohibited to proceed to actions or omissions that can affect or jeopardize the 

provision of services via the Website. Moreover, it is prohibited for all users/visitors, to 

change or alter the security settings, configuration or layout of the website or to interfere 

with the use or the technical specifications for the operation of this website or alter its 

content. 

Copying or transferring any logo, trademark, sound or image of the present Website is 

explicitly prohibited without the prior written and signed permission from the company. 



The user/visitor of the present website is liable to the company for any damage caused to 

the company and/or to a third party due to his/her non-compliance with the terms of the 

present. 

Any services mentioned in the web-pages of this website and which bear the signs of their 

respective organizations, companies, partner sectors, associations or manufacturers, are their 

own intellectual and industrial property and, therefore, they undertake the relevant 

responsibility. Their appearance and display on the Website should in no way be construed as 

a transfer or provision of license or assignment of their use. 

Limitation of Liability – Disclaimer 

We make our best efforts to ensure the reliability of the information of this website, however, 

the informative content is not necessarily accurate or updated and it is possible that it may 

not be updated during the access or that it may have subjected to alterations of interference 

from third parties without the prior knowledge or consent of the company. The content of 

this Website is provided “as is” and “as available”, without any warranty, expressed or implied 

in any way, in relation to the completeness, accuracy, timeliness, non-infringement or 

suitability of this content for any use, application or purpose. For this reason, we urge our 

users/visitors to confirm the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of each information they 

provide and bear the full responsibility. 

It is clarified to the users of this Website that: any reference of provided services or products 

on our Website does not constitute encouragement, advice or incitement to perform any 

action, suggestion to sign any contract, medical advice or recommendation. The Company 

does not guarantee that the pages, services, options and contents will be provided 

seamlessly, without errors and that errors will be corrected. Moreover, the Company does 

not guarantee that the Website or the servers via which the site becomes available to you, 

despite taking all required security measures, will be provided without viruses or other 

harmful software. 

We make every possible effort for the data and information included in the Website to be 

complete and reliable. However, the Company does not in any way guarantee the accuracy, 

completeness and/or availability of the contents, pages, services, options or of their results. 

The company does not guarantee the technical adequacy, availability, integrity or safety of 

the Website, its use or access to it. The users are advised and are expected, on their own 

responsibility, to take all necessary measures for the safety and integrity of their systems. 

We make our best efforts, in the context of preventive and technological control, so that our 

services and the content of this Website, are provided without interruption and without 

obstacles. The Company, however, is not responsible if, for any reason, even due to 

negligence, the operation of the website is interrupted or the access to it becomes difficult 

or impossible, for any technical issues that may arise, even if viruses or other harmful 

software are detected and even if they are transmitted to the terminals of visitors/users or if 

third, unauthorized, parties (known as “hackers”), interfere with the content and operation 

of the website causing problems. 

The Company is not responsible, under no circumstances, including negligence, for any sort 

of damage, direct or indirect, suffered by the visitor/user and related in any way to the use 

of the pages, navigation thereto, use of services, information, options and content of this 



Website. The Company is not liable to the visitor/user or to any third party for any potential 

damage attributed any erroneous, inaccurate or outdated content of the website. 

Each visitor/user should take all necessary safety measures (e.g. anti-virus software) before 

uploads/downloads to the Website. The cost of possible corrections or repairs is undertaken 

by the visitor/user and under no circumstances by the Company. 

Links To Other Websites 

Any interconnection of this Website with other websites via special links (links, hyperlinks, 

banners etc.) does not entail that the Company assumes any responsibility for the content of 

that website, the quality and completeness of any products or services displayed in it or of 

the policy that website implements in relation to data protection. All links are provided only 

for the convenience of visitors / users and the use of these links is made at the sole 

responsibility of the visitors / users and the respective websites subject to their own terms 

of use, for which the company has no responsibility. Therefore, any problem that may arise 

during your visit / use should be addressed directly to the relevant websites and pages, 

which are fully responsible for the provision of their services. 

The Company should in no way be considered to endorse or accept the content or services 

of the websites and pages to which it directs or with which is linked in any other way. The 

Company is not responsible for any direct or indirect, incidental or consequential damage of 

visitors/users, caused by the utilization of the option to inter-connect to another website via 

links or by the use of data and information contained in any such website. 

The terms of use of the Website are governed and supplemented by the Greek Law and the 

exclusively competent Courts for the settlement of any disputes are the courts of Athens. 

If a provision of the aforementioned terms is found to be against the law, that provision will 

automatically cease to apply and will be removed from the present without affecting in any 

way the validity of the other terms. 

 


